Underwater noise level predictions of ammunition explosions in the shallow area of Lithuanian Baltic Sea.
Among the noisiest man-made activities in the seas, emitting very high acoustic energy are the underwater explosions of various objects and ship shock trials. Sound energy emitted by high explosives can be predicted or measured at sea. Sometimes, it can be convenient to apply empirical formulas and scaling laws to approximate the energy of underwater explosions. In addition, at some instances the determination of the spectral properties of the explosions is useful, i.e. when possible animal exposure to impulsive noise has to be evaluated. This paper presents an example of an application of freely available scaling laws and equations for prediction of noise levels of underwater explosions of historical ordnance in the shallow sea environments. Main findings of the study: An available scaling laws applied to model underwater explosion properties; spatial extent of explosion mapped; arising issues of modelling of underwater explosions in the shallow marine areas discussed.